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These analytic challenges remained unresolved for years, leading Vygotsky's student A. N. Leont'ev (1978) to continue expressing dissatisfaction over the eclectic state of (educational) psychology. As readers will quickly verify, it is difficult to find research recommendations concerned with knowing and learning in and out of schools and across the life span that take into account the kind of holistic integration that Vygotsky had originally championed. Now, as then, we are confronted with a number of conundrums in educational research and practice, which advances in modern psychology have not fully overcome. To better place these issues in context, we present a short vignette below that conveys something of the multiple tensions facing classroom teachers and educators everywhere. The purpose of this article, therefore, is to explicate activity theory as an intelligible and fruitful alternative to existing psychologies of learning that overcomes some problematic dualisms in education. We further suggest some implications for educational practice and claim that using CHAT leads to changes in the location of representing what is educationally relevant: Its inherently dialectical unit of analysis allows for an embodied mind, itself an aspect of the material world, stretching across social and material environments. This transactive perspective, which CHAT has in common with other approaches within the sociocultural family of learning theories (e.g., Hutchins, 1995; Pea, 1993; Rogoff & Lave, 1984; Wertsch, 1998) , theorizes persons continually shaping and being shaped by their social contexts that immediately problematize knowledge as something discrete or acquired by individuals. In fact, CHAT explicitly incorporates the mediation of activities by society, which means that it can be used to link concerns normally independently examined by sociologists of education and (social) psychologists. This desirable synthetic approach is possible only because activity theorists are concerned with upholding human activity-the historical results of the division of labor-as the fundamental unit of analysis, which had partially existed in the work of Vygotsky (Cole, 1985; Glassman, 1996) . At the risk of oversimplification, Vygotsky privileged sign or semiotic mediation, especially in the form of speech, whereas the activity theorists succeeding him widened the scope to view objectrelated practical activity as the proper unit of analysis (Kozulin, 1986) , as described in the next section, on the origins of CHAT.
A Brief Historical Overview
The contemporary interest in CHAT is remarkable given that its lineage can be traced back to dialectical materialism, classical German philosophy, and the work of Vygotsky, who created what is referred to as first-generation activity theory. It was substantially developed by two of his students, Aleksandr Luria and A. N. Leont'ev, to incorporate societal, cultural, and historical dimensions into an explication of human mental functioning (Eilam, 2003; Stetsenko, 2003) , leading to what constituted second-generation activity theory. Whereas Vygotsky formulated practical human labor activity as a general explanatory category of psychology, he did not fully clarify the nature of this category. It was left to Leont'ev to make historically evolving object-practical activity the fundamental unit of analysis and the explanatory principle that determines the genesis, structure, and contents of the human mind. By taking practical labor activity as coextensive with cognition, it is the work of the latter that is recognized as the cornerstone for present forms of activity theory, together with its broader application to classroom learning, linguistics, and speech act theory (Langner, 1984c) .
Consistent with its historical focus, we offer a brief history of CHAT in the Western world in this section. Although both Vygotsky and A. N. Leont'ev grounded their work in Marxism, many Anglo-Saxon scholars found it easier to appropriate key aspects from publications of the former than those of the latter. This differential acceptance may be attributed to a variety of reasons: (a) there was a diminished emphasis on this intellectual inheritance- Leont'ev (1978) , for instance, devoted two of five chapters to Marxism, whereas there are only two references (index entries) in Vygotsky (1934 Vygotsky ( /1986 ; (b) the idea of practical "labor activity as an explanatory principle and the idea of determination [of mind] through activity (even if indirectly) was not represented as logically necessary" (Davydov & Radzikhovskii, 1985, p. 56) ; and, therefore, (c) the historical aspect of culture and cognition easily could be abstracted and glossed over. It is interesting to note that scholars basing their work in Vygotskian philosophy generally term their approach "sociocultural," whereas those walking in the footsteps of Leont'ev prefer their research to be known as "cultural-historical."
CHAT penetrated Anglo-Saxon academia rather late; historians may come to identify in Michael Cole the single most influential person for acquainting Western scholars to this tradition, both through his writings (e.g., Cole, 1988) and through the mediating role of his Laboratory for Comparative Human Cognition (LCHC) at the University of California, San Diego (Cole, 1984) . At LCHC, many of those who contributed to the spread of sociocultural and cultural-historical frameworks devoted time, interacted, conducted projects together or in the same contexts, and jointly published, including Yrjö Engeström, Jean Lave, Barbara Rogoff, Sylvia Scribner, and James Wertsch (e.g., Cole & Engeström, 1993; Laboratory for Comparative Human Cognition, 1983) . Activity theory further received impetus through publications such as The Concept of Activity in Soviet Psychology (Wertsch, 1981) , Learning by Expanding: An Activity-Theoretical Approach to Developmental Research (Y. Engeström, 1987) , and the newsletters associated with LCHC. Over the past decade, it also enjoyed wide dissemination through works from the Center for Activity Theory and Developmental Work Research at the University of Finland, Helsinki (e.g., Y. Engeström, Lompscher, & Rückriem, 2005 ). An older, albeit less recognized, influence on Western scholarship surfaced in Germany, Denmark, and Austria through Soviet works translated into German. These translations allowed Klaus Holzkamp and other German critical psychologists to elaborate CHAT faithfully to its dialectical roots (Teo, 1998) . Intellectual influences from this group in Western learning research can be felt far away through the writings of anthropologist Jean Lave (1993 Lave ( , 1996 Lave ( , 1997 and psychologist Charles Tolman (1994; Tolman & Maiers, 1991) , among others.
In the former Soviet Union, CHAT was characterized by its more descriptive focus on personality development and the use of activity as an explanatory principle at the level of human actions rather than an interdisciplinary topic of investigation or intervention more common outside that country (Bedny & Karwowski, 2004; Hakkarainen, 2004; Valsiner, 1988) . A strand of action research, practiced at the Center for Activity Theory and Developmental Work Research, made thematic tool mediation by subjects interacting with objects in activity within nonschool contexts. Subsequently, designers of computer systems and software for collaboration (e.g., Nardi, 1996; Redmiles, 2002) , information systems designers and managers (e.g., Hasan, Gould, & Hyland, 1998; Kuutti, 1999) , and organizational and workplace theorists (e.g., Blackler, Crump, & McDonald, 2000; Morf & Weber, 2000; Thompson, 2004) found much in CHAT that was congenial to their work. Others adopted this theoretical framework primarily for its overt articulation as a theory for praxis and practical action, which assisted researchers and practitioners in remedying contradictions that interfered with everyday learning (Daniels, 2004b; Sawchuk, 2003) . Here, praxis denotes the moments of real human activity that occur only once (Bakhtin, 1993) , which distinguishes it from the notion of practice, which is used to denote a patterned form of action, inherently a theoretical signified. When Katherine teaches, she participates in praxis, in which there is no time out from the situation, and everything she does has consequences. When Katherine reflects about what she has done, the patterned ways that characterize her actions, she articulates practices, not praxis.
Because CHAT addresses the troubling divides between individual and collective, material and mental, biography and history, and praxis and theory (e.g., Cole, 1988) , we believe that it is deserving of wider currency in the educational community. Notwithstanding the good intentions of those who propose balancing monism with multiple voices for advancing the field, basic tenets of CHAT have often been misinterpreted in dualistic ways, hence robbing it of much of its explanatory power (Langner, 1984b) . In part, the vigorous dialectical materialist grounding of psychology in Marxism that A. N. Leont'ev pursued may have slowed the reception of CHAT in the West (Langner, 1984a ). Yet we emphasize that these powerful analytic tools, existing even in Vygotsky's works, have little to do with totalitarian regimes that have falsely masqueraded under the banner of Marxism, socialism, or communism.
Method and Goals
The chief purpose of this review, then, is to introduce CHAT to wider audiences and to share how it can be beneficial for dealing with a number of unresolved problems both in the psychology of learning across the life span in formal and informal (work) settings and in educational practice. Being an accommodating frameworka metatheory (Scribner, 1990) rather than a set of neat propositions-has, however, produced varying interpretations of what legitimately constitutes CHAT-based research. The initial screening for relevance here began by applying the keyword activity theory and the names of leading CHAT scholars (e.g., Michael Cole, Yrjö Engeström, A. N. Leont'ev) to the electronic databases in the Social Science Citation Index, PsycINFO, Academic Search Elite, and Linguistics and Language Behavior Abstracts. Newer Internet search engines such as GoogleScholar also proved invaluable in identifying citation references. This first wave yielded over 600 articles, dissertations, book chapters, and book-length treatments appearing from 1970 onward in English and, to a lesser extent, in German (mastering this language, we have read this CHAT literature in the original). It was also found that the bulk of the literature from the Americas and Europe was published within the past two decades.
The resulting list was narrowed down significantly in the second wave of the review process by eliminating studies that referred to CHAT only in passing or those that were not specifically guided by second-or third-generation activity theory per se. Judgment calls were necessary, because CHAT has strong family resemblances and yet is distinct from situated cognition, distributed cognition, legitimate peripheral participation, actor-network, and practice theories (see Barab, Evans, & Baek, 2004; Cole, Engeström, & Vasquez, 1997) . Similarly, by and large not considered here were the growing corpus of important projects that find much sympathy with CHAT but (a) emphasize less the historical determinations of practical labor and historical conditions of culture, cognition, and learning and (b) adhere more to a discursive, semiotic, or multimodal perspective drawing on Mikhail Bakhtin or Michael K. Halliday (e.g., Franks & Jewitt, 2001; Kress, Jewitt, Ogborn, & Tsatsarelis, 2001 ; D. R. Russell, 1997; Wells, 1999 Wells, , 2002 . This procedure left us with about 350 texts, not all of which are referenced here to eliminate overlaps. Even then, we do not claim that this review is exhaustive, given the wide spectrum of interesting themes across disciplines (e.g., educational technology, literacy research, communication studies) that surfaced within the final pool of CHAT publications.
Three major goals are emphasized in this review: (a) introducing and explicating the fundamental dimensions and reviewing the existing CHAT literature within educational and educationally relevant noneducational (workplace, informal, out-ofschool) arenas; (b) articulating how CHAT has been used to reformulate educational issues, especially in the areas of language, language learning, and literacy; and (c) sketching new and fruitful avenues for learning theory and educational praxis. This separation was made on heuristic grounds, although significantly, we show at relevant junctures how CHAT can potentially overcome some of the nagging tensions in educational research and practice that were alluded to in the opening section. To embark on the first objective in a nontechnical way, we explicate a vignette about an innovative science course held in western Canada designed and implemented according to CHAT principles. Here, seventh grade students investigated a local creek and the watershed it drained over a 4-month period with the purpose of returning the products of their environmental activity-including knowledge created and representations of creek health-to their own local community.
Learning by Participating in Legitimate Activity
Basically, CHAT was conceived of as a concrete psychology immersed in everyday (work) praxis (Vygotsky, 1989) . We now describe a school curriculum that was designed according to the principles of CHAT and then introduce some core concepts of CHAT by explicating the vignette. Consistent with the idea of concrete psychological principles, this unfolding of the episode throughout the review serves as a tangible case in point and touchstone for the theoretical questions under discussion.
A Vignette
One day, the two coteachers of a seventh-grade class brought a newspaper article describing the efforts of an environmental group concerned with the health of the local watershed in which the village lies and its major water-carrying body, Henderson Creek. Besides a plea for improving the sorry state of the polluted creek, the article called for a better understanding of the ecosystem as a whole. The teachers asked the students whether they were interested in doing something about it. Excited by the challenge, the students immediately began to brainstorm what they could do, including cleaning up and documenting the litter that had been discarded there. To help students in framing viable projects, the teachers organized an exploratory field trip, assisted by parents and environmentalists, and then brought the children to different spots along the creek. Mediated by teacher questions and inspired by visiting environmentalists, biologists, water technicians, First Nations elders, and local residents, the students, in groups of three to four individuals, then designed their own projects that concretely realized the general call of the environmentalists to generate scientific knowledge and to rescue the creek.
The students enjoyed relative freedom over the design and implementation of their studies. For example, one group of four girls decided to take photographs at various places along the creek and to record their descriptions and impressions on audiotape. Another group decided to sample the creek at different locations for microorganisms and to correlate their frequencies with water velocity. Yet another group decided to investigate stream profiles and to correlate stream speed with depth, while the last group planned to document and identify all plants that grew in the immediate vicinity.
Every other week, the class dispersed for an entire afternoon, with parents acting as drivers who brought student groups to project sites and assisted in supervision. Some parents also worked alongside the children after having received instruction from the teachers in asking productive rather than yes-no questions. During school-based lessons, the children analyzed their data, engaged in discussions, or worked on a problem that one group had experienced, which with the mediation of the teachers, became a common topic for the entire class. Eventually, the students prepared for an open-house event organized by the environmentalist group at which they presented posters and mounted stations where visitors could use microscopes, dissolved-oxygen meters, or colorimeters (for determining turbidity). Many visitors, young and old, attended the open house (Figure 2 ), which the environmentalists later attributed in part to the children, who incited their parents and other close relatives to attend. The local newspaper featured a story about the children's efforts, emphasizing their contributions to community-relevant knowledge, while a Web site that featured some of the children's scientific findings was created.
In this unit, even students who often do not "succeed" in school science became core participants in the activity, including girls, aboriginal children, and students marginalized because of a "learning-disabled" classification. One such person was Davie, diagnosed as suffering from attention deficit hyperactive disorder (ADHD); he was regularly taken away from normal class work to receive special attention. Video recordings show that in his mathematics lessons, for example, he behaved in ways that teachers immediately labeled as problematic: He was "on task" for only a fraction of the time allotted and did not produce the requisite graphs that the teacher wanted. In the environmental unit, however, he not only generated usable data and graphs but also became a presenter in other classes, taught the teachers of other classes about how to conduct scientific inquiry in the creek, accompanied other students as a peer tutor in their biweekly fieldwork, and was an irreplaceable participant in the open house, teaching adults and children alike about doing environmental research. Hence, who was deemed knowledgeable appeared to depend more on their involvement within specific settings rather then being an innate or stable characteristic of individuals.
A First Explication
In this vignette, the students have chosen not only the object of their actions (i.e., generating knowledge and saving the creek) but also the means by which they are to represent it. In fact, the students enact not just any practices but engage in concretely realizing an existing collectively defined activity in their municipality (doing environmentalism), motivated by a collective, societal concern for the natural environment. This activity already exists in their community, with its characteristic interests, concerns, and objects or motives. Students learn neither to memorize content matter to prepare for the next academic level nor merely for the purpose of passing tests or obtaining grades. Rather, the students learn science (and other culturally valued content matter) because it expands their action possibilities in and for the production of knowledge and artifacts that ultimately benefit their community. During the open-house event, the products of students' actions and learning are reintroduced into the community, where they become new social and material resources for furthering the learning of others, including environmentalists, visitors, parents, and children. That is, the products of their actions come to be exchanged in conversations and distributed in the community, which therefore consumes what the children have produced and learned. With the publication of their findings and an acknowledgment of their work in the local newspaper, the students also become known as contributors to the cause that this environmentalist group has espoused in the community. That is, the identity of the students has changed from being mere middle school students to being young citizens enacting concern for the environmental health of their community.
Within this class, different groups exercise considerable control over the object of the activity and the means to realize it. That is, they realized the overall object or motive of environmentalism in complementary ways, some documenting the current state of watershed health through photographs and verbal descriptions, others creating abstract representations such as the correlation between habitat characteristics (stream speed) and organisms (frequencies) using floating objects, tape measures, stop watches, and D-shaped nets. The different means (tools, instruments) mediate the productive activities in alternate ways, leading, not surprisingly, to dissimilar outcomes. Within their groups, not all students do the same things, but they divide the work in interlocking fashion; the benefits of working together provide them with greater room to maneuver and more possibilities for acting and therefore afford individuals expanded opportunities to participate in the activity and, therefore, for overall learning and development. Teachers, parents, elders, and other villagers, who contribute to making this environmental unit possible, all play different roles; without their participation, the outcomes would not exist, at least not in the way others come to see them during the open-house event. That is, these other people mediate the activity and many actions that realize it, expanding the range of possibilities, and therefore contributing to constituting the activity as a more enriched form than if one teacher is to teach the unit on his or her own. With the necessary vocabularies to understand cognition holistically in CHAT, it makes the learning that is normally invisible amenable to deep reflection and analysis.
This brief example stands in stark contrast to the earlier vignette, in which Katherine directly teaches children about electrical concepts. In this science unit on the environment, the collectivity provides opportunities to children for participating in environmentalism and doing so in ways that are utterly beyond the reach of the solo efforts of individuals. Furthermore, the outcomes of the activity cannot be understood apart from the various mediating elements. That is, environmentalism as a whole and each action that contributes to practically realizing it, and therefore the knowing and learning that is going on, cannot be understood without taking into consideration the activity as a whole. This account immediately contrasts with other theoretical approaches to learning that attribute knowing to individual students' or teachers' intentions or achievements-the epistemology undergirding the textbook Katherine used-rather than to the system as a whole, as Vygotsky envisaged it. Thus, when we look at students such as Davie, our activity theoretical approach helps us realize how in his regular classes, he is in control neither of specifying the object of his activity nor over the productive means. What he generates is qualitatively inferior to the things produced by his peers, although these are used as part of the evidence that has led to the ADHD label. On the other hand, in the environmental unit, others mediate the entire system in such a way that the practical activity in which Davie is involved exceeds those of his normally high achieving classmates. In this context, he also mediates the productions of others and thereby meaningfully contributes to both his and everyone else's learning. As a result, our ethnographic videotapes featuring Davie show little proof of what one normally associates with ADHD. An activity theoretical approach allows us to appreciate the seemingly anomalous observation that the same child exhibits behaviors that are aligned with the ADHD label in one type of class but are thoroughly inconsistent with it in another.
Dialectics
In his analysis of mind and its development through practical labor activity, Vygotsky embraced Marxist concepts (Davydov & Radzikhovskii, 1985) . Yet in his lifetime, the philosophical basis for dialectical materialism was still in its infancy, which saw maturity only after his death by philosophers such as Evald Il'enkov (1974 Il'enkov ( /1977 Il'enkov ( , 1960 Il'enkov ( /1982 . We believe that the least understood and most violated tenet in Western interpretations of CHAT likely is the dialectical nature of consciousness, which includes cognition, memory, and personality, among others (Elhammoumi, 2002) . This situation is unfortunate, because dialectics is "possibly the most appropriate frame of reference for the study of human development, and indeed was actually developed as an explanation for human development" (Glassman, 2000, p. 2) . Dialectical approaches to theorizing activities thus offer new opportunities for units of analysis that are analyzed in terms of mutually exclusive category pairs, including individual-collective, body-mind, subject-object, agency-structure, and materialideal; that is, the opposites are theorized as nonidentical expressions of the same category, which thereby comes to embody an inner contradiction. We accordingly use an analogy of threads, strands, and fibers to share not only dialectics in general but also a number of specific theoretical aspects of CHAT in this review.
Saying that a relation is dialectical is equivalent to saying that any part that one might heuristically isolate within a unit presupposes all other parts; a unit can be analyzed in terms of component parts, but none of these parts can be understood or theorized apart from the others that contribute to defining it (Levins & Lewontin, 1985; Valsiner, 1998) . Therefore, when one examines a thread, it assumes one form ( Figure 3 , lower left), though on moving closer, one may note that there are actually two or more interwoven strands (Figure 3, center) . Without these strands, there is no thread, which thus presupposes the strands it is composed of. At the same time, the strands are what and where they are only because they are part of a thread; they assume a higher order structure that they contribute to realizing in a concrete way.
With greater magnification, one sees that the strands are actually composed of very short fibers (Figure 3 , upper right). The strands again presuppose fibers, for without the fibers, strands would not exist. But similarly, in this configuration, the fibers presuppose the strand, for without it they may be functioning as something very different-as part of recycled paper or collage in an artistic work, for instance. In the particular contexts that a dialectical orientation attempts to explain, therefore, the specific function of individual components cannot be understood decoupled from the function of other parts and the function of the whole. Looking at a fiber, we cannot know what it does unless we look at its place within a larger system and at its relations with everything else. The characteristics of the thread cannot be deduced from the characteristics of the strands or fibers; the latter may be very tender or brittle, but the thread is very strong. Although the strands are very short, the strands and thread can be very long, exceeding the lengths of the former by many orders of magnitude. In the context of the environmental unit, the students are like fibers in a strand (the environmentalist community), itself a constitutive part of the thread (society). This analogy provides us with an initial framework for understanding Davie's performances: In the environmental unit, he, a fiber, is thoroughly integrated and takes his place in a strand and thread, which in turn provide structures for what he does, which, as we describe, by far exceeds his solo performances in mathematics. Collective exploration also would probably allow Katherine's students to develop deeper understanding that direct teaching targeted at the individual mind.
Dialectical entities are understandably confounding, for in the wake of classical Greek thought, philosophy has evolved dualistic modes of expression, which do not permit contradictory entities. Thus, we conceptualize light in terms of wave or particle rather than saying that it simultaneously (a) is both wave and particle and (b) is not both wave and particle. Dialectical philosophers, on the other hand, realized that a theoretical category could not be a universal unless it also included its opposite (e.g., Hegel, 1807 Hegel, /1977 ; dialectical categories, however, can aspire to be categorical universals because they assert the mutual presupposition of opposites. To explicitly mark the dialectical nature of such categories, some recent publications have used special notation whereby two mutually exclusive but reciprocal terms are combined together (Roth, Hwang, Lee, & Goulart, 2005; Roth & S. Lee, 2004; Roth, Tobin, Carambo, & Dalland, 2005) . These terms are separated by means of the Sheffer stroke |, which corresponds to the NAND operation in classical Boolean logic that creates statements that are always true when it involves nonidentical terms of the same entity. This approach leads to new categories-for instance, agency|structure-that encompass built-in contradictions. Understood in this way, "individual|collective" implies that individual and collective presuppose each other and that neither individual nor collective can be used as a theoretical starting point for explaining the other despite the latter dominating the educational literature presently. Thus, Davie turns out to be highly competent in the environmental unit, in which he is a fiber in a communal strand that he contributes to constituting; but as an individual fiber (in math class or the school psychologist's office), he ends up receiving the ADHD label and is administered drugs and other special treatments designed to "fix" his "disability." Without this breakthrough in dialectical reasoning, it seems unlikely that we would have been able to comprehend how complex, nonliving entities such as classrooms (McDonald, Le, Higgins, & Podmore, 2006) , school departments (Ritchie, Mackay, & Rigano, 2006) , and workplaces (Y.-J. Lee & Roth, 2007; Miettinen & Virkkunen, 2006) can perform seemingly individualized acts of learning like persons.
Analyzing Activity Systems
Armed with a powerful tool in dialectics at their disposal, activity theorists also use an "activity triangle" for revealing the social and material resources that are salient in activity (Y. Engeström, 1991a Engeström, , 1999a . Characteristic of second-generation activity theory, Figure 4 is a widely used depiction of the mediated nature of these resources using the aforementioned environmental unit as a case in point. The figure depicting one concrete realization of an activity system contains all the theoretical terms that we introduced previously-subject, object, means of production, division of labor, community, and rules-and it contains the higher order processes of production, exchange, distribution, and consumption. Whereas scholars frequently use this representation as an icon to indicate their theoretical allegiance, it is best considered a useful heuristic, though one that is not totally devoid of problems (Roth, 2004) . German critical psychologists have also developed a parallel list of structures and actions in the study of praxis called the praxis portrait (Markard & Holzkamp, 1989) . The latter is a list of items for guiding CHAT research in and on praxis that also explicates the fundamental ways in which research on practical problems ought to be conducted.
To elaborate on some fundamental aspects of CHAT used in the triangle heuristic, the term activity is not to be equated with relatively brief events with definite beginning and end points (characteristic of school-based tasks) but an evolving, complex structure of mediated and collective human agency. Thus, farming, commerce, dance, architecture, and, as a more recent form, mass schooling all are historical activities with objects and motives that contribute to maintaining human societies and, therefore, to maintaining individuals. With regard to the object of activity, it exists twice (Hegel, 1807 (Hegel, /1977 Leont'ev, 1978) : first as a material entity in the world and second as a vision or an image, both in its present state and how people envisage it in the future. Because the image is characteristic of human beings, it is evident that the "subject" cannot be coextensive with the material bodies of the girls in the environmental unit individually or collectively. The girls in the first group using camera and audiotape to represent the creek and their object can therefore not be theorized independently: What the relevant object is in actions and activities observed depends on who the acting subject is, and the nature of the relevant subject depends on the nature of the object (Lave, Murtaugh, & de la Rocha, 1984) . Hence, learning is equivalent to the mutual change of object and subject in the process of activity; human beings plan and change the material world and societal life just as these settings mutually transform agents and the nature of their interactions with each other. Learning, which occurs during the expansion of the subject's action possibilities in the pursuit of meaningful objects in activity (Y. Engeström, 1991b) , is thus evident in the vignette from the environmental unit. 
Making education relevant by moving from objects of traditional school tasks to objects defined within society more broadly has been used not only in the design of the environmental unit featured here but similarly to promote higher order thinking practices across mathematics (Hershkowitz, 1999) , science (Giest & Lompscher, 2003) , and other school curricula (Hedegaard, 2001 (Hedegaard, , 2002 Hedegaard & Lompscher, 1999) .
In the same way, the four girls in the environmental unit and their productive actions cannot be thought independently of other entities that make their culture. For example, the outcomes of their actions depend on, but are not singularly determined by, the available means. The girls have chosen a camera and a tape recorder rather than a tape measure and a stopwatch, which shapes and is reflected in their product, the poster presentation. In CHAT, one speaks of the mediation of a relation, here subject-object, by another entity: the artifacts that embody the accumulated history of human ingenuity and creativity. In the triangle heuristic, there are other entities, such as the community within and for which some activity takes place, the division of labor that acts both internal to a subject (in the environmental unit, one girl operated the photo camera while others divided up the work of producing text recorded on audiotape) and within the community (e.g., teachers teach and bakers bake, but because of the division of labor in society, both groups of workers have to eat and get their children educated as part of the environmental unit). Finally, rules constitute an important resource for situated actions. All of these theoretical units must be understood as threads that make a strand or fiber, in the sense that the environmental activity as a whole would not materialize without the entities, but these entities appear in this configuration only because the activity is preexisting. That is, these entities and the activity they reference presuppose each other, which seems to be what many scholars partial to CHAT have foremost in mind when they explore cultural behavior holistically in what they call "activity settings" (e.g., Farver, 1999; Gallimore & Goldenberg, 2001 ). Without such an encompassing frame, we cannot understand why Davie does so well in the environmental unit generally and, for example, during the open house specifically (see also Figure 2 ).
Resources are available for use in action, but they do not function deterministically, much like a wild-water canoeist's plans guide his or her actions rather than determine his or her actual descent (Suchman, 1987) . Furthermore, actions produce novel resources that become available for subsequent actions by others in the emergence of the social (Saxe, 1999) . That is, the outcomes of actions become part of the newly transformed system that continues in like manner. We may read Figure 4 in this way: Consumption is the opposite of production: Others learn from the children's productions (Figure 4, center) , and all outcomes of productive activity eventually get to be consumed. The relationship of individual subjects with others in their community is one of exchange. Objects are asymmetrically accumulated within a society, leading to differential distribution: In this village, environmentalists and stream stewards know more about the environmental health of the creek than the students, who in turn know more about it than most residents ( Figure 4 , lower right).
It is important to note that any material entity is not fixed but can take different functions within an activity system. For example, signs can switch functions and become tools in the process of reading texts that further generate new texts and meanings that are culturally and historically situated (Smagorinsky, 2001) . By the same token, mundane objects such as textbooks can continue their lives in other roles and assume diverse functions within the same or other activity systems (Y. Engeström, 1996) . Thus, knowledge about biological (coliform) contamination of the creek (created by an eighth grade student) finds its genesis as an object of activity, moves on to become the outcome of the activity embodied in an exhibit at the environmentalist open house, and subsequently shifts its function to a tool when appropriated in political discourse to affect farming practices in the community, defines division of labor in the community (environmentalists versus farming and industry), and defines rules (new community bylaws regulating industrial discharge and cattle grazing practices [minimum grazing distance to creek]). From a CHAT perspective, human cognition thus is considered as situated and distributed across social settings and acting in concert with diverse, changeable artifacts.
Networks of Activity Systems
Third-generation activity theory endorses the fact that all activity systems are part of a network of activity systems that in its totality constitutes human society. Diverse activity systems are the result of a continuous historical process of progressive job diversification and collective division of labor at the societal level (Marx, 1867 (Marx, /1976 . Thus, during societal development, some prototypical activity system as depicted in Figure 4 unfolds into two or more systems; the network is formed as activity systems lose their self-containment and exchange entities, including objects, means of productions, people, and various forms of texts. The first activity system is understood as a concrete universal, which particularizes itself into many mutually constitutive activity systems. Thus, the system of schooling produces graduates who enter the workforce; some workplaces, such as paper and scientific instrument companies, produce resources for the system of schooling, here the notebooks, stopwatches, and dissolved-oxygen meters students deployed in Henderson Creek.
As long as individuals contribute to one activity system, they sustain not only its output (production) and its (and their) own reproduction, but also to society as a whole because of the various exchange relations linking the different activity systems that make society (Y. Engeström, 1999c) . This situation gives rise to the possibility for contradictions that transcend the individual subject and its relations to other elements in the activity system. In fact, students mediate between school and home as normally separate activity systems containing within-and between-system contradictions that experience resolution once both systems begin sharing ontogenetic histories (Takahashi, 2003) . Of course, this mediation presents special challenges for educators who strive to minimize the distance with their students in terms of their lifehistory trajectories to cultivate meaningful instruction (Tobin, 2004; van Aalsvoort, 2004) . Recent work undertaken by the Everyday Science and Technology Group (http://everydaycognition.org), based at the University of Washington, violates the common assumptions that school settings are the preferred or primary location for gaining competency in science, digital technologies, and argumentation practices among youth. What is needed is to recognize that the foundations of knowing are surely multisite ecologies integrating the individual, social, and whatever cultural tool kits are salient across the life span. Researchers who adopt third-generation activity theory hence make it a priority to ascertain the role of dialog, multiple perspectives, and issues of power when dealing with interacting activity systems as networks.
Activities, Actions, and Operations
CHAT offers additional theoretical lenses when it distinguishes three dialectically related levels of analysis: object-or motive-oriented activities, goal-oriented actions, and conditioned operations. According to Michael Cole (personal communication, May 1, 2004) , these levels are often conflated, which leads to problems in appropriately theorizing the hows and whys of human behavior. These three levels relate to one another much as the thread, strand, and fibers in our analogy, respectively.
The term activity is related to work, trade, and professions: Leont'ev (1978, p. 46 ) likened it to the German term Tätigkeit (which has the synonyms work, job, function, business, trade, and doing) and distinguishes it from Aktivität (which has the synonyms effort, eagerness, engagement, diligence, and restlessness). The activity concept therefore differs from the kind of events educators usually denote by activity, which are structures that allow children to become engaged, involved, and busy and that one might better refer to as tasks. What Katherine's students in the opening vignette do are tasks; the students in the environmental unit participate in an activity that really and meaningfully contributes to the production and reproduction of society and its relation to the natural environment. Some scholars therefore reject the idea of learning as an activity system (Holzkamp, 1983) , whereas others insist that learning can be planned and analyzed as activity system (e.g., Davidov, 1988; Lompscher, 1999) . A snapshot of activities described in the CHAT educational literature include redesigning instruction (Jonassen & Rohrer-Murphy, 1999 ; S. Lee & Roth, 2003a) , planning for teacher learning (Ball, 2000; Edwards & Protheroe, 2004; Grossman, Smagorinsky, & Valencia, 1999; Kärkkäinen, 1999) , providing for learning or physical disabilities (Bakhurst & Padden, 2001; Daniels & Cole, 2002; Kosonen & Hakkarainen, 2006) , and managing schools (Gronn, 2000; Spillane, Halverson, & Diamond, 2004) ; all these concrete activities, as true of activities in general, are characterized by the collective nature of their motives (Leont'ev, 1981) . In the realization of collective motives, an activity system contributes to the survival of society and therefore the survival of each individual, in and through whose actions society is realized and exists (Holzkamp, 1991) . The subjects of individual activity systems (individuals, groups, organizations) concretely realize collective (generalized) activity by adopting and realizing the general object or motive. Thus, doing environmentalism has a collective motive that exists in various forms in society, which the environmentalists in the community and the students in the seventh grade unit concretely enacted in one form.
An activity is realized through concrete actions, which are directed toward goals that are framed by individuals; in CHAT, actions and the goals they accomplish are the dominant features in human consciousness during active engagement with the world. In our example, taking photographs of Henderson Creek near a high school to document uncollected litter is one specific goal. The relationship between action (goal) and activity (motive) is dialectical, for actions constitute activities, but activities motivate particular action sequences. This relationship we denote as sense (McNeill, 1985) , for in the context of a different activity, the same action has a different sense, much like the function of a woolen strand would be different if a bird used it to make a nest. The results of actions become part of the resources available in later stages of the activity for subsequent actions. Because the outcome of actions cannot be anticipated with perfect accuracy, the contexts in which human beings act change constantly, whereas the overall motive (activity) may remain unchanged. The impossibility of perfect anticipation leads to the fact that goals and the actions that realize them have an emergent quality as the subjects of activity consciously choose them under the auspices of the overall object or motive to be achieved (Lave, 1988) . Recall that Katherine has student learning as her overriding motive, although there are alternative actions available to her (e.g. student-or teacher-centered pedagogies) to fulfill the former.
Actions (goals) are referents for the sequencing of those unconscious elements that realize them: operations. An operation is shaped "not by the goal in itself but by the objective-object conditions of its achievement" (Leont'ev, 1978, p. 65) ; in other words, operations emerge in response to the relationship of goal and current state of the action and its material context. At Henderson Creek, one girl might have the goal to take a photograph that depicts pollution, but she does not have to consciously consider moving her head to find a suitable shooting angle or bending her finger to press the shutter button. Perceiving things lying around the creek as garbage and pressing the shutter button on the camera are examples of operations. Therefore, the relationship between actions (goals) and operations (conditions) is again dialectical, and they presuppose each other like strand and fiber, respectively, for a sequence of operations constitutes an action, but the action provides the referent for any operation and the sequence as a whole. This relationship is denoted by the term reference (Roth, 2006) . By its nature, reference is associated with phenomena located in the human body and mind; sense is associated with phenomena in collective activity systems. Meaning, as we explain below, is denoted by this interplay between reference and sense and therefore comes to be embodied and cultural-historical simultaneously.
Distinguishing the three levels is "absolutely necessary . . . in the context of the psychological analysis of activity" (Leont'ev, 1978, p. 65) , especially when considering mediation (Roth, in press) . At the level of actions and activities, tools or division of labor are chosen consciously, therefore mediating the subject|object relation. At the level of operations, however, the tools become transparent: They are elements integrated into the human body (Bateson, 1972; Devereux, 1967) . The camera a student uses is thus not an entity in itself, but the act of using the camera is of relevance to understanding conscious forms of knowing. When some CHAT researchers isolate tools as a separate analytic entity in the triangle heuristic, they face the threat of misinterpreting their data, because they do not attend to the different functional relations between subject, tool, and object (Suchman, 2000) . Avoiding simplistic forms of mediated subject|object relations, some CHAT-based studies showed how tools apparently disappeared into the person concerning mathematical knowing and learning in the workplace (Roth, 2003a (Roth, , 2005b , whereas others showed how tools undergo continuous transformation during instruction (Schwarz & Hershkowitz, 2001) . Also called the repository of culture or "crystallized operations" (Leont'ev, 1978 ) that reflect and afford certain preferred patterns of culture, tools are made an object of consciousness only when they fail to perform, such as during a breakdown. Not to be taken negatively, these problem situations can in fact provide a valuable reflective stance toward the learning activity, as we explain next (Koschmann, Kuutti, & Hickman, 1998) .
Contradictions, Change, and History
As in all dialectical units, activity systems harbor inner contradictions, which come with the coexistence of mutually exclusive elements. For example, in a development of a Vygotskian approach to mind, speech and gestures concurrently produced in interaction not only are mutually constitutive elements of the same unit but also are inherently distinct and irreducible to each other (McNeill, 1992) . Here, speech and gesture relate like two fibers in a strand or wave and particle in light. They form a speech|gesture unit, each expressing the whole but doing so in very different ways so that they cannot be reduced (translated) to each other. Light expresses itself as a wave (e.g., when bent by a camera lens) or a particle (when activating a camera's light meter); but although both wave and particle are expressions of light, they cannot be reduced to each other. This formation creates a contradiction inside the unit, which then is responsible for the development of communication (McNeill, 2005) . Recall also that the same object of activity exists twice, as material and as vision, thus taking very different, mutually contradictory forms.
When inner contradictions are conscious, they become the primary driving forces that bring about change and development within and between activity systems. Generally overlooked is the fact that contradictions have to be historically accumulated inner contradictions, within the things themselves rather than more surface expressions of tensions, problems, conflicts, and breakdowns (Il'enkov, 1974 (Il'enkov, /1977 . Subjects can experience contradictions in four types (Barowy & Jouper, 2004; Cole & Engeström, 1993; Roth, 2003d) , depending on where they occur in the activity system (Figure 4) . At a primary level, they may be internal to a fundamental entity, such as when the children's dissolved-oxygen meters malfunction or when a concept they use to calculate water flow is inappropriate; the inner contradiction of some object, like a cause, may express itself in the different symptomatic ways in which individuals actually experience and understand it. Coming closer to the lived realities of learners, performing well during achievement tests is another primary contradiction that sometimes uneasily mediates between learning for learning's sake or for earning (future) rewards. Failing to unpack or resolve this critical issue over the course of one's education may result in strategic choices for learning, including viewing school-based learning as a stepping-stone in the larger pursuit of happiness without much inherent meaning in itself.
At a secondary level, contradictions may exist between two constituent entities, such as when the demand for quality work in complex environmental problems (object) negates the school-based rule of completing curriculum in a fixed amount of time. What Katherine, the fifth grade teacher in the first vignette, experienced concerning the theory-praxis gap exemplifies this particular contradiction. At a third (tertiary) level, they exist between the object (motive) of the dominant and the object of a culturally more advanced form of the activity. An example of a tertiary contradiction is the difference in the object or motive of a regular seventh grade science class in the school (being able to memorize and define certain words related to water and environment) and the one that the students and two teachers in the environmental unit realized (generating knowledge about creek health). Likewise, when a teacher tried to implement problem-based learning in her high school biology class to encourage higher order thinking, impending high-stakes assessment modes and larger societal pressures severely curtailed the effectiveness of learning (Yeo, Tan, & Lee, 2006) . At a fourth and final level, trouble may exist between the central activity and one of its neighboring activities. An example of this situation was the new graduate from a teacher education program (System 1) participating in the Henderson Creek project (System 2), who was unprepared for but nonetheless required to teach seventh grade science, which is an integral part of the elementary school curriculum in British Columbia. By paying attention to these inner contradictions, analysts can therefore gain insights into how larger sociopolitical and economic struggles mediate local practices, subjectivities, and therefore learning among children (Göncü, 1999; Paradise, 2002) and adults (Holland & Lave, 2001 ; Y.-J. .
Whereas inner contradictions reveal themselves only during analysis, they express themselves as trouble in ongoing activity. When such trouble is available to consciousness, it can be addressed by a change of goals (Barab, Barnett, Yamagata-Lynch, Squire, & Keating, 2002) or simply abandoning the introduced technology (D. L. Russell & Schneiderheinze, 2005) , for instance. Thus, when the students measuring water speed using a Styrofoam ball found out that the wind was pushing the ball across the water surface, they floated an orange someone had brought, which, because of its weight, was unaffected by the wind. Otherwise, trouble can cause "workarounds," whereby human beings do things in unintended ways that nevertheless circumvent the trouble (e.g., Bannon & Bødker, 1991) . The teachers in the Henderson Creek project also obtained their own teaching resources to make up for a lack brought about by the depletion of the science budget (for the worksheets colleagues in their school had consumed in direct teaching pedagogies). Here, the inner contradiction may be that characteristic of a class society and faulty policies, which expresses itself in the fact that schools serving poor and working-class students receive fewer (financial) resources than those in more affluent neighborhoods.
Contradictions, when they are brought to the level of consciousness, engender homeostatic processes within activity systems, which thereby change and develop over (historical) time. But because complex phenomena are nonlinear, change is unpredictable and nondeterministic, leading to the contingent nature of activity systems, including languages used, notions of selfhood, and communities (Rorty, 1991) . Activity systems therefore can be appreciated properly only through structural (synchronic) and cultural-historical (diachronic) analysis (Gutiérrez & Stone, 2000; Scribner, 1985) . Even human emotions and motivations can be understood only as integral aspects of human activity systems that are cultural-historical accomplishments at a general level (Tolman, 1994) although concretely realized in situated activity (Goodwin & Goodwin, 2000) . Returning to our analogy, unfolding engagement in situated activities, personal biographies, and the histories of groups and societies stand in the same mutually constitutive relationships as fibers, strands, and thread. Research interrelating human development across microgenetic, ontogenetic, cultural-historical, and phylogenetic timescales (Cole & Engeström, 1993; Erickson, 2004; Lemke, 2000) is as yet embryonic, although one important study clarified how schooling (and society) "made" students within an urban community that was caught in the swirl of rapid political and economic change (Packer, 2000) .
Collaboration: Enacting Learning and Development
CHAT has much potential for educators, because it is thoroughly about development and learning, encompassing the system as a whole and various subjects and communities that constitute it. Because everyone contributes to productive activity, in whichever way this may be, they not only contribute to the ultimate reproduction of society but also increase action possibilities for themselves (Holzkamp, 1984b) . Two manifestations of expansive learning arise from this interplay between individual and society. On one hand, learning is expansive when it contributes to an enlarged room to maneuver for the individual whereby new learning possibilities are formed. On the other hand, learning is also mediated by the division of labor in collaboration, which inherently leads to learning outcomes and forms of societal activity (Donato, 2004; Guberman & Saxe, 2000; Tolman, 1999) . Learning occurs whenever a novel practice, artifact, tool, or division of labor at the level of the individual or group within an activity system constitutes a new possibility for others (as resource, a form of action to be emulated) leading to an increase in generalized action possibilities and therefore to collective (organizational, societal, cultural) learning (Putney, Green, Dixon, Durán, & Yeager, 2000; Raeithel, 1996; Roth, 2003b) . Individual and collective learning are now linked by "transgressing the boundaries of individual subjectivity through immediate cooperation toward the realization of common interests of collective self-determination against dominant partial interests-intersubjective relations in a definite sense reflect collective or rather societal subjectivity" (Holzkamp, 1983 , p. 373; our translation).
Collective work-of which that involving teacher-student or tutor-tutee interactions is but one kind-allowing new forms of actions, which are appropriated in what is termed the zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978) . The latter increasingly is used as a descriptor of instances of scaffolded teaching and learning situations from units as small as dyads (parent-child) to larger groupings such as classrooms (Kozulin, Gindis, Ageyev, & Miller, 2003; Shayer, 2003) . Notwithstanding that it constitutes a possible misrepresentation of Vygotsky (Gillen, 2000; Leont'ev, 1981, p. 57 ) and a tough concept to implement (Daniels, 2001; DeVries, 2000) , the zone of proximal development sometimes invokes a problematic internalization-externalization dichotomy.
For an individual, there are two forms of learning possible in the zone of proximal development, only one of which is normally made thematic. First, in collaboration, a less experienced person may observe a form of action and, by means of emulation (mimesis), learn to act in a more or less imitative ways; in this way, the children at Henderson Creek gain proficiency with the equipment from watching the biologists in the environmentalist group. Second, when two or more individuals collaborate, entirely new actions unfold: By dividing the work, two or more children are enabled to measure the width of a raging creek and thereby learn "to measure the width of a creek," which was impossible if they were working alone. The possibility of entirely new or more sophisticated actions in collective activity explains why individuals can learn even if they collaborate with peers at the same developmental level rather than with more advanced others (e.g., teachers, parents), such as the learning some have described to occur in computer clubs (e.g., Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989) .
This second dimension is closely related to a reformulated definition of the zone of proximal development as the distance between the actions of an individual and the historically new forms of societal activity created in collaboration (Y. Engeström, 1987) . Collective activity not only increases the learning opportunities for students but also leads to learning to teach through implicit ways: the emulation of actions and practice of new forms of actions available in collective activity. It foregrounds the socially contested nature of learning and has been explicitly used to set up advanced forms of teacher training through coteaching, a form of teaching in which two or more individuals teach together simultaneously, enacting full responsibility for all parts of the curriculum . Thus, the environmental units, which involved not only the two teachers but also other individuals from the community, gave rise to many learning opportunities on the part of all those participating in teacher roles: regular teachers (e.g., , chap. 1), teaching interns (Roth, Masciotra, & Boyd, 1999) , environmentalists (S. Lee & Roth, 2003b) , students (Roth & S. Lee, 2004) , and parents (S. H. Lee & Roth, 2003c) .
Some educators have fruitfully exploited this collectivist interpretation of the zone of proximal development to bridge issues of diversity in classrooms. These approaches have in common a strong commitment to dialog and the production of hybrid spaces that foster mutual understanding (Cole, 1998) . Of interest here is the focus on the intersection of teachers' and students' cultural, discursive, and knowledge resources that offer opportunities for shared learning. These unstable and ephemeral spaces for going beyond what counts as knowing promise much for encouraging low-achieving students, such as Davie in his mathematics classes, who have been marginalized by current school practices or even peer groups (Diamondstone, 2002) . These pedagogies eschew ascribing stability to cultural ways of knowing and issues of diversity in classrooms. Instead, differences in ability are attributed to learners' participation in specific cultural-historically situated activity systems rather than being blamed on disadvantage and deficits (Gutiérrez & Rogoff, 2003) or narrow conceptions of competence (Gipps, 1999) . For example, there has been ongoing research with Bakhtinian forms of discursive practices, or what is called "third spaces" (e.g., Gutiérrez, Baquedano-López, Alvarez & Chiu, 1999; Gutiérrez, Rymes, & Larsen, 1995) , while others who work with African American communities have capitalized on the normally undervalued funds of knowledge that these learners embody (e.g., C. D. Lee, 2001 ; C. D. Lee & Majors, 2003 ; C. D. Lee, Spencer, & Harpalani, 2003; Majors, 2003) . Alternatively, research in technology-intensive learning environments allows students to interact in model activity systems such as Michael Cole's Fifth Dimension (Cole, 1995 (Cole, , 1996 Nicolopoulou & Cole, 1993) , Kris Gutiérrez's Las Redes (Gutiérrez, Baquedano-López, & Tejeda, 1999) , and Sasha Barab's Quest Atlantic program (Barab, Hay, Barnett, & Squire, 2001 ).
Rethinking Attendant Educational Issues
CHAT has been used to address important educational issues in fresh ways, chief among which is language, which is perhaps the paramount tool, medium, and object in educational practice. We describe in the next section how aspects of language, language learning, and literacy can be reformulated according to CHAT. Of direct relevance to educators, CHAT too has always been a theory grounded in and emerging from praxis so that it aspires to be a theory for praxis.
Language, Language Learning, and Literacy
One consequence of using CHAT is an alternative way in which language, language learning, and literacy can be appreciated, understood, and explained. From a cultural-historical approach, language appeared later in human development, when collective activities such as hunting, division of labor (Leont'ev, 1978 , used an account of hunter-beater cooperation), tool production and use (among chimpanzees), exchange relations, and other cultural aspects of human life-forms already existed (Roth, 2003b) . Language therefore is a category subordinate to activity (Leont'ev, 1971) , with the consequence that words accrue to meaning (given by an activity system as a whole) rather than the other way around (Mikhailov, 1980) . Thus, with respect to the environmental unit, we cannot theorize students' language and literacy development independent of environmentalism, the activity partially realized in and through the deployment of language and literacy as the means.
Educational researchers concerned with language, language learning, and literacy often ground their work in CHAT and most frequently in reference to Thought and Language (Vygotsky, 1934 (Vygotsky, /1986 ). There is, however, a confusing array of approaches, largely because language and literacy are treated sometimes as tools for the transmission and construction of culturally accepted knowledge (e.g., Pontecorvo & Girardet, 1993; Wells, 1999; Wells & Claxton, 2002) , sometimes as action (McNeill, 1985) , sometimes as practices (e.g., Hanks, 1996) , sometimes as mediating element constituting context (Doehler, 2002; Wake & Williams, 2001) , sometimes as means to constitute both topic and terrain of interaction (e.g., Gutiérrez, 1994; Jacoby & Gonzales, 1991) , sometimes as part of voice understood as communicative action (R. Engeström, 1995) . The issues become even more muddled when the unit of analysis, activity, changes in scale from a collective (societal, historical) dimension (Boag-Munroe, 2004) down to school tasks (Varelas, Pappas, & Rife, 2005) and even parts of tasks, such as questioning and examining during pediatric consultation (e.g., Junefelt & Lindberg, 1995) .
Language, language learning, and literacy find a proper place within CHAT when the latter is allied with speech act theory. This integration is made possible because of the central role actions (acts) play in both theories. A speech act has productive, intentional, and outcome components (Austin, 1962) ; as such, the speech act constitutes a legitimate form of action according to CHAT (Leont'ev, 1971) . Similar to other actions, speech acts are constituted by components (operations) that conversationalists do not consciously choose; appropriate words emerge in response to the unfolding utterance by means of which the speaker attempts to achieve communicative goals (Roth, 2005c) .
Furthermore, the sense of a speech act is a function of the activity system as a whole: Thus, the utterance "I won't do it!" lacks a sense in itself; rather, its sense properly emerges in its relation to the activity in its entirety. Assuming a student uses it in response to a teacher's request "Get your textbook out," the sense and consequences are altogether different than if it were the response to the admonition "Don't fight during recess." In the first case, the action undermines the teacher's authority, whereas the action affirms this same relation in the second. One observes that the teacher actually does two separate things with the same speech act: requesting and admonishing; the sense of the student's action, correspondingly, is very different though it looks the same: refusing a request and acceding to the admonition. Both choose their actions with respect to the activity system as a whole. The choice of a speech act is clearly a function of "the totality of all external influences on an organism extant in the situation, which, together with the motive of activity, completely inform the organism about the choice of that action, which best corresponds to the present motivation" (Leont'ev, 1974, p. 39 ; our translation).
At any rate, language is used for action; the selection and order of words does not require consciousness or reflection. The unfolding utterance (action in pursuit of goals, which may only form in concrete ways in activity) provides the context for the next speech operation (word), which normally is not chosen consciously (Leont'ev, 1971) . In this instance, language can be said to serve as primary artifact (Wartofsky, 1979) , functioning instead much like a cane in a blind person's hand. Language can also be about action, such as when the teacher and student discuss the first exchange and the consequences that might follow. Now, the utterance and the language is an object of attention and therefore a secondary artifact, a way of representing a previous moment of praxis. Language can also assume the form of a tertiary artifact when teachers generate theories of practice, which can be more or less independent of praxis (Hoffman-Kipp, Artiles, & López-Torres, 2003) . We return to this issue in a subsequent section.
Taken together, these three functions of language mirror the levels of analysis in CHAT. At the level of operation, language (choice of words, grammar) is unconscious. When language is viewed as action, it becomes an explicit tool (e.g., reflecting on action, representing situations), sign, or object. Finally, at the level of activity-theorizing teaching-it also may function as tool, sign, or object. Because in use, language can function as tool, sign, and object-being in each case materially embodied-it can switch its position in the activity system with ease ( Figure 4 ). This close association of language and CHAT has spawned a few CHAT-based models of learning (Gal'perin & Leont'ev, 1974) : acting with material objects, acting in spoken language, and acting in consciousness. Engagement with material entities plays an important role that first has to be translated into concurrent articulated speech, which eventually ceases, leaving only inner speech. Nevertheless, even in its utter privacy, inner speech makes use of language, which is not the one of the speaker, making this form of thought an utterly social action (Mikhailov, 1980) . Naturalistic observations in science lessons bears witness for these transitions from active engagement with materials, pointing gestures replacing verbal explanations, to the emergence of articulated speech and symbolic hand gestures, to full dependence on scientific language (Roth, 2003c; Roth & Lawless, 2002) . Again, one observes language first appearing in its function for action prior to being about action and situation, which in turn is prior to scientific explanation (theorizing).
Another aspect of significance is the work of Soviet psychologists regarding the internalization of action, especially speech, initially articulated in Thought and Language (Vygotsky, 1934 (Vygotsky, /1986 ) and subsequently taken up in works such as Language and Cognition (Luria, 1981) . Scholars in language learning who ground their research on these studies unwittingly maintain a dualistic opposition between inside and outside, between the intra-and interpsychological dimensions of learning and human interaction (see Lantolf, 2006) . What is overlooked is the notion that language learning as pure acquisition is a "wrong" theory, for it is a dialectical process involving both inside and outside (Jäger & Küchler, 1976) . Recent dialectical materialist interpretations insist that all (language) action has both inner and outer elements (Sawyer, 2002; Zinchenko, 2001) . Recall that the sense of a (verbal) action exists solely in the action-activity relation, that is, from the social and therefore interpsychological situation, whereas the speech act is realized by operations, which, inherently, emerge on an intrapsychological plane. The sense of an utterance hence presupposes the activity that encompasses the individual speech act (Keseling, 1979) by means of which the activity is (in part) concretely realized.
This interplay of activity and action, often forgotten, has been shown to influence the processes and products of research on scientists' knowing graphs and biographies. Both the forms of knowing and the biographies that emerged were the outcomes of the interviewer-interviewee interaction in particular and the activity system (social science research) in general (e.g., Roth & Y.-J. Lee, 2004) . This study further confirmed that the production of communication begins with a growth point: an idea in the form of a dialectical unit of speech and image (McNeill, 1985) . The communicative action, propelled by the inner contradiction in the speech-image unit, unfolds, recognizable in its repeated appearance in the form of a catchment, until the idea has been articulated and a (momentary) endpoint has been reached (McNeill, 2000) . Here, semantic and syntactic rules, rather than constituting plans to be followed and implemented, provide speakers with stop orders: An utterance is complete once it conforms to the speakers' growing intuition of grammatical completeness and conformity to these rules (McNeill, 2005) . Each time language forms are realized in new ways, they become available at a collective level, and parts of culture are created anew (Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, & Cain, 1998) , leading to a continual transformation of culture.
To elaborate further, the structure of the language preserves the system of human practical actions with objects (Mikhailov, 1980) . As in pragmatic theories of language (Davidson, 1986) , language reproduces the structure of the actual life of society, so that the boundary between mastering a language and knowing one's way around the world has been erased (Rorty, 1989) . Some authors therefore suggest that language ought not to be considered an artifact or tool but a form of activity; meaning already exists as the totality of the activity system (Rocha & de Carvalho, 2000) . The individual always learns and uses the sense of a word in the process of participating in activity, where he or she encounters its material envelope (sound) as an invariant property. Like other material tools and artifacts, the sense of a word or utterance arises from the relationship between action (goal) and activity (motive). Using a certain sound (word) means pursing a certain goal. Language as a system reflects social life, but in a metonymic relation: "language taken in relationship to the signified reality, is only a form of its being, just as are those material brain processes of individuals that realize its perception" (Leont'ev, 1978, p. 79) . Thus, much like persons learn to use tools, tinkering, trying this or that way, students learn words through using them in particular situations defined by the object, division of labor, and community (Roth, 2005c) , discarding some, retaining others. This unproblematic relationship between words and language or rather literacy (parole, speech) is like the relation between hammer and hammering. Pedagogical implications of how knowledgeable agents speak and act effortlessly within social worlds extend to second-language-learning research, whereby attention is now focused on the cultural dimensions of language study in which the processes of learning and identity go hand in hand (Lantolf, 2000) . Likewise, activity theorists blur the traditional separation of texts, readers, and contexts when they encourage students of literature to go beyond the examination of literary characters' dialog, emotional states, beliefs, or goals. The way to respond to literature is to holistically engage with texts as a cultural activity in tandem with the cultural worlds or activity systems that the texts signify (Galda & Beach, 2001) .
One early study attempted an explicit integration of language into CHAT (R. Engeström, 1995) . Accordingly, the social group of the speaker constitutes the community with its specific social language. The current speaker, drawing on words as mediating artifacts, aims at previous utterances (object) to voice (action) a new utterance as an instance of social language (outcome): Language is both a means and product of communication (Leont'ev, 1978) , and it may be simultaneously tool and contested terrain (Roth & Barton, 2004) . The speech genres are forms of rules at the level of operation that govern the speech act.
Theory for Praxis, Praxis of Theory
One of the most attractive features of CHAT for educators is that it lessens the theory-praxis gap due to the historical primacy of material, work-related activity over language and theory. Indeed, CHAT has been promoted as a developmental theory, for it seeks not only to explain but also, and more important, to influence qualitative changes in human praxis (Y. Engeström, 1999c) . Activity theorists believe that human beings are not merely at the mercy of extant institutional contexts but that they are endowed with the power to act (agency), which allows for critique and revision. However, theory has left praxis wanting in two ways: through its inability or unwillingness to provide appropriate means for the analysis of praxis and through its downgrading of praxis to a second-order form of knowing (Holzkamp, 1988) .
Actions are always theoretically grounded in the sense that practitioners normally anticipate the results for their actions, which are linked to practical reasons for acting (Ricoeur, 1991) . The latter derive from the sense that people make in their activity system (praxis), though they often fail to appreciate the structural (societal) relations that energize the activity system with its generalized motive (Dreier, 1980; Holzkamp, 1984a) . Uncovering this influence necessitates a thorough interpretive analysis of historical determinants that lie outside the immediate life world of individual social actors (Smith, 1990) . This larger canvas of active individuals (and researchers) embedded in organizational, political, and discursive practices constitutes a tangible advantage of second-and third-generation CHAT over its earlier Vygotskian ancestor, which focused on mediated action in relative isolation (Daniels, 2004a; Moll, 2001) .
The environmental curriculum was designed on the basis of the teachers' understanding of CHAT and real societal activity as mediating cognition and learning. Thus, school tasks normally reproduce schooling, resulting in students getting good at doing schooling; participation in environmentalism, on the other hand, allows students to get good at doing environmentalism and thereby develop knowledge and skills relevant to society. In reviewing the literature, we have found three other basic forms of praxis-oriented research that explicitly claim allegiance to CHAT and its dialectical materialist backbone: the change laboratory (e.g., Virkkunen & Ahonen, 2004) and the boundary-crossing laboratory (e.g., Y. Engeström, 2000a) both have their origins in and are practiced at the Center for Activity Theory and Developmental Work (Helsinki, Finland), whereas the coteaching|cogenerative dialoguing model emerged from and was developed in the teacher education program at the University of Pennsylvania (e.g., . Because "activity theory is at its best in analyzing poorly understood processes of developmental transformations over time" (Y. Engeström, 2000b, p. 308) , all practitioners here are involved with researchers and facilitators in comprehending and theorizing work (instructional) practices for the overt goal of redesigning praxis. The first two programs appear united by the fact that participants largely come from within the activity system of concern, whereas in the third, professionals of very different ilk and geographical and social locations create teams, thus necessitating boundary crossing, to redesign the ways in which their various actions interface. By examining what these innovations in best practices have to offer, educators will gain much food for thought in redesigning teaching and learning.
Change Laboratory and Boundary-Crossing Laboratory
Change laboratory denotes a method for developing work practices on the job, in a room or space set aside where practitioners do the analysis and development for practitioners, typically involving a natural team or work unit, but still close to the members (Y. Engeström, Virkkunen, Helle, Pihlaja, & Poikela, 1996) . The idea is to arrange space on the shop floor or in the school where there exists a rich set of instruments (e.g., a VCR, digital video, editing software) for analyzing disturbances and troubles and for collectively envisioning new models of work practices. This facilitates both intensive, deep transformations and continuous incremental improvement of practices: learning in a broad sense, or what has been called an expansive visibilization of work (Y. Engeström, 1999b) .
In one instance, a change laboratory was convened to deal with the problems articulated by the teachers of a middle school serving a disadvantaged area in Helsinki, Finland (Y. Engeström, Engeström, & Suntio, 2002a) . The researchers had identified three main predicaments for the dysfunctional school: (a) teachers' "weak knowledge" of students' homes and backgrounds, (b) careers after graduation, (c) and the poverty of the school. The teachers framed the issues in terms of a war against apathy, peaceful time for collaborative planning and preparation, and change in students' manners. Together, researchers and teachers, unconcerned with the differences in problem framing, traced the historical roots of the attendant problems and then moved to model (using the CHAT triangle [ Figure 4 ] as a heuristic), current activity, and the existing contradictions. Vital in the successful school transformation was teachers' redefinition of students from "apathetic" to "competent," which required them also to change their stance from viewing students as controlled to trustworthy learners. This redefinition became the new object of the activity in the change laboratory. The participants then designed a major student project that turned out to change the ways in which students could realize their potential; as a consequence, teachers began to talk in more positive ways about the students. Both kinds of interventions then produced improvement in school climate.
On the basis of their successful change efforts, the teachers of the same school later arranged for a second change laboratory to deal with their instructional practices. The object of their change laboratory work was to create a sustained movement that turned available information and communication technology into a situated and locally grounded means for bringing about pedagogical change (Y. Engeström, Engeström, & Suntio, 2002b) . The object or motive of their intervention was an attempt to debunk two related myths: that students "lacked basic skills" and were "unmotivated to produce original work." By integrating computer technology, which they had resisted initially, teachers were able to enact a second set of solutions that improved the school even more.
Boundary-crossing laboratories are similar to change laboratories in their joint focus on the identification of contradictions and trouble and in the design of new practices that practitioners find acceptable. When the change laboratory involves practitioners from very different fields, the work in a change laboratory takes on a new dimension. In their work in the Finnish medical system, researchers often found that the care for patients with multiple illnesses involved professionals from different parts of the health care system, which required communication and cooperation across disciplines in primary and specialized care (e.g., Y. Engeström, 2001; Kerusuo, 2001) . Working across boundaries and assembling people and, in fact, tying otherwise separate systems of activity together require a new form of collaborative work, knotworking (Y. Engeström, Engeström, & Vähäaho, 1999) . Because these knots are tied and untied as the case requires, the knots themselves have to become the focus of analysis, and, importantly, knotworking becomes an activity system in its own right.
Coteaching|Cogenerative Dialoguing
In the coteaching|cogenerative dialoguing model, change interventions are brought about as university researchers, supervisors, administrators, evaluators, and methods teachers participate not only in the redesign of curriculum practice but also in the actual teaching. In fact, the practitioners of the model do not allow others to simply observe classrooms but require anybody wanting to know how the praxis works to engage in teaching. This criterion inherently increases the social and material resources available for learning on the part of students and teachers, irrespective of their prior experience. Thus, through coteaching, all stakeholders learn subject matter and subject matter pedagogy (Roth & Tobin, 2001; Roth, Tobin, Zimmermann, Bryant, & Davis, 2002; . It is a way of grounding theories in praxis and making them available for practical purposes ) that leads to development in a way that has also been reported to occur for psychosocial professions more generally (Dreier, 1989) . Each time the environmental unit was implemented, two or more individuals cotaught the lessons, taking coresponsibility for all aspects of the lesson: planning, organizing the involvement of nonschool participants (parents, First Nations elders, environmentalists, biologists), and making sense after a lesson of what had happened.
Much of the learning in coteaching appears through implicit ways. During cogenerative dialoguing, on the other hand, participants in a classroom event meet after the lesson to share their ways of understanding past experiences, a valuable process of reflection on action. In these meetings, all participants contribute to the emerging understanding and theories of practice, and a checklist is elaborated to monitor these sessions so that individual voices are not silenced. Because individuals not normally part of the school structure are involved from the coteaching encounter, cogenerative dialoguing has a lot in common with knotworking, requiring the identification of common ground, language, and mutual respect for the variety of experiences, competencies, and structural positions that participants bring to the setting. As a byproduct of this practice, high school students and teaching interns often copresent at international conferences and coauthor scholarly articles (e.g., Roth, Tobin, Carambo, & Dalland, 2004; Roth, Tobin, Elmesky, et al., 2004) . We conceive of coteaching|cogenerative dialoguing as a dialectical unit: Cogenerative dialoguing presupposes the joint experience in the classroom; changed practices in the classroom presuppose cogenerative dialoguing (Roth et al., 2000) . At the same time, it is acknowledged that any knowledge developed about praxis, even if it is in terms of the personal and positioned voices of the participants, cannot ever be identical with praxis and practical knowledge, which only comes to be enacted in situation. It is this distinction between knowledge in praxis and knowledge about praxis that the practitioners of the model advocate in the copresence of all stakeholders in both forms of events.
Reflexivity
Theorizing (praxis) is itself a practical activity and can therefore be analyzed using CHAT, but the tools and motives will differ from the original practice, leading to a reflexively related set of activity systems in which the participants may or may not be the same. In teaching, student learning is the primary motive; teachers use whatever language is appropriate to facilitate student learning. In the change laboratory and cogenerative dialog sessions, their normal activity is the focal object, and the intended outcome is new understanding and designs for change. Here, language is used as a primary and secondary artifact. When researchers describe the secondary activity and changes in the primary activity, they use forms of language appropriate to an academic audience; they also draw on theories that may not have any relevance to the practitioners themselves. Here, then, yet another activity system takes the two previous ones as object (Roth, 2005a) . Although the change laboratory is grounded in CHAT, and past projects using the triangle representation were deemed useful, it is beginning to surface that its attendant framework as depicted in the hierarchy of triangles representing sundry forms of activity is not easily grasped by participants (J. Virkkunen, personal communication, October 27, 2004) .
New Avenues for Educational Research and Praxis
Besides reframing entrenched problems and ways of thinking about teaching and learning, new educational theories should evoke the imagination for generative research and praxis. The scope of any review article is too limited to present a complete manual of the possibilities ahead from CHAT research, but we sketch some likely avenues in the psychology of learning and educational praxis.
Research in the Psychology of Learning
Activity theory holds much promise for sharpening our thinking and praxis across three interrelated topics in learning research: motive or motivation, emotion, and identity. These concepts are, as Vygotsky (1934 Vygotsky ( /1986 realized, integral to cognition, knowing, and learning, not some independent or peripheral factors that affect cognition. These phenomena and concepts therefore cannot be understood apart from individuals engaging in concrete social activity, which posits addressing them in a dialectical manner.
Motive or Motivation
Fundamental to activity theoretical research is the notion of motive, which, together with the category of emotion, makes superfluous all the "confused concepts and terms that characterize the present condition of the problem of motives" in psychology (Leont'ev, 1978, p. 116) . Thus, when students are judged to be unmotivated, they really are following differing objects or motives from those officially sanctioned from a CHAT perspective. At other times, educators view motivation to be displayed when students do what they (educators) want them to do; that is, the phenomenon becomes an internalization of the external locus of control. At its most fundamental level then, simplistic conceptions of motivation are pervasive whereby learning activity is "subordinated to the principle of maximizing positive and minimizing negative emotions" (Leont'ev, 1978, p. 120) .
Motivation in any activity properly involves a degree of control over the object (Lompscher, 1999) ; the prospects of expanding control and action possibilities has positive emotional valence, leading students to buy into and realize a particular activity (e.g., environmentalism). The students in the environmental unit learned in the course of doing something that contributed to the common good (itself associated with positive emotional valence) and they expanded their action possibilities (i.e., learned) whenever they realized that a new skill or tool would allow them to expand what they could do. Historically, the relation between motivation and control over the object has evolved from needs that were the primary conditions determining what the subjects did. In most educational contexts, however, the freedom to pursue relevant objects-such as the seventh grade students, who choose what they do with respect to the creek and how they implement their plans-is not apparent, nor are the goals and actions of particular tasks independently established. This situation encourages a particular shape to consciousness, cognition, knowing, learning, identity, and all the other aspects that are produced and reproduced throughout the course of participation in learning activity.
Imagine what were to happen if teachers and students enjoyed greater freedom over the choice of objects or motives in their learning. Such an exceptional situation could take the form of deciding in which watershed-related activity system the students would participate, how to realize a particular object or motive (researching or contributing to farming, environmentalism, or industry), selecting appropriate goals, tools, divisions of labor, and so forth. An educator might now wonder, "How does the object or motive mediate the activity realized by students?" "What and how do students learn about water-related issues when they participate in farming versus doing environmentalism?" "How do the respective forms of dividing work mediate knowing, learning, and identity?" If Lave and Wenger's (1991) contention that mainstream educational systems have favored the exchange value of school grades over their use value is true, allowing students some choice in the objects or motives of their learning might bring educators some way toward rectifying this dilemma. The overlap between individually realized and societal motives is an important consideration for educators because it mediates between cognitive and emotional processes to which we now turn (Holzkamp-Osterkamp, 1977) .
Emotion
Emotions are integral to the functioning of the activity system as a whole, for they "reflect relationships between motives (needs) and success, or the possibility of success, of realizing the action of the subject that responds too these motives" (Leont'ev, 1978, p. 120 ). Yet most educational research disconnects emotional from cognitive issues. Although the pioneers of activity theory always have taken emotion as an integral component, and although there is evidence of the central role emotion plays in mathematical and scientific cognition (e.g., Roth, 2007) and teacher education (van Huizen, van Oers, & Wubbels, 2005) , present users of CHAT do not customarily attend to this aspect. In CHAT, emotion is reinforced at both meaning-determining levels, that is, at the core of the activity|action and action|operation dialectics. On the one hand, there are aspects of emotion that "are relevant to activity and not to actions or operations that realize it" (Leont'ev, 1978, p. 121) . Increasing one's possibilities in the world and control over one's life conditions-learning in the broad sense-are associated with positive emotional valence. The subject receives successes and failures with respect to the chosen motive positively or negatively, but the possibility of success shapes the way in which the subject engages in activity. On the other hand, current emotional states constitute a context for the selection of meaningful actions and the operations that realize them, but actions also feed back and mediate emotional states. While acting, these emotional states are latent in consciousness but are exhibited nevertheless, for example, in prosody: speech intensity, pitch, pitch contours, speech rates (Pittam & Scherer, 1993) . Finally, during cooperative work that is so much part of any teacher's instructional repertoire, individual and collective emotions are two sides of the same coin, so to speak: Individuals exhibit emotions in their actions, which supply cues and traces for other people who may reproduce them and therefore contribute to a collective emotion (Collins, 2004) .
Educational researchers may come to appreciate that emotions are always tied to the motives and goals of learning, which require in situ study: asking individuals in clinical situations, which usually have a different object or motive than the activity of primary interest, elicits peculiar emotions and emotional valences from other activity systems. With respect to the environmental unit, one might ask the following questions: "How does the activity system in general (e.g., farming, environmentalism) and the overlap between individual and collective motives in particular mediate emotions?" "How do emotions mediate the participation in activity (e.g., farming, environmentalism)?" "How do emotions mediate the selection of goals and actions?" "How are the emotions shaped by the concrete actions of realizing the learning activity?" and "How do individual and collective object-or motive-related emotions mediate one another?" For example, does engagement in an activity such as environmentalism lead to a different sense of feeling good, having contributed to the collective well-being, than contributing to the production of food?
Identity
During the pursuit of the object, subjects not only produce outcomes but also produce|reproduce themselves (Wenger, 1998) . By extension, the changed modes of participation in social practices-learning in a broad sense-presupposes both what we become and how we act as knowers. Whichever identities are salient for an individual during a particular context exist in a complex dance with one's sense of agency and position within the social world. Besides bringing about some change in the world, human agency also provides others and self with resources for making attributions about the kind of person one is. Within school, students exhibit multiple identities, such as Davie, whose actions led to an assessment of ADHD, whereas his observable competence at Henderson Creek led the researchers to another conclusion. Identity is evidently a dialectical feature: It is continuously produced and reproduced in practical activity, which both presupposes and produces identity (Roth, Tobin, Elmesky, et al., 2004) . Instead of being an invariant attribute, the identities of subjects, who we are with respect to others (community), are coconstituted with and by the social and material resources at hand, according to activity theorists (Stetsenko & Arievitch, 2004) . This formation of identity occurs in part through the constant slippage of artifacts between their material and virtual aspects that demarcate social space and positions (Leander, 2002a (Leander, , 2002b Penuel & Davey, 1999) . Not that changing from one activity system to another and the concomitant negotiations of identity will be smooth, as beginning teachers, for instance, realize the world over when they graduate from college to their first teaching assignments. The key to the growth of a satisfying teacher identity is apparently achieved through an intellectual resolution mindful of social contexts rather than one of mere accommodation or acquiescence to (trying) circumstances on the job (Smagorinsky, Cook, Moore, Jackson, & Fry, 2004) .
Much remains to be discovered about learner identities such as gender (Chandler-Olcott & Mahar, 2003) that emerge from participation in online worlds, including gaming and blogging communities. As a "residue," (auto)biographies, in which people recount what they have done in their lives, constitute the persons as particular characters appearing in different life plots (Wortham, 2003) . This more stable aspect of identity is dialectically related to the dynamic aspect, though aspects and even entire biographies may be contingently reconstructed in and following specific events and participation in institutional life (Gee, 2001 ).
Despite being difficult to operationalize, another area of interest is the notion of collective identity such as that of a school or classroom. Personal identity and organizational or group identity are, depending on the theoretical framework taken, connected in some form, though the exact nature of this relationship is still undergoing much debate (Pratt, 2003) . Again, CHAT can offer some tentative steps forward because of its dialectical core, which affirms that collective identity is always a structural feature of organizational life. Hence, a child who insists on creative acts of rebellion during instruction time is as much a constitutive member of that classroom and its collective identity as another who is a model student. This unlikely situation arises from the dialectical relation of individual subject and collective, which is asserted simultaneously with every action that concretely realizes the current activity, in this case "being a student" (Roth, Hwang, et al., 2005) . When more work is done to uncover the role of emotions in identity, it is hypothesized that one can look forward to better nonreductionist explanations for understanding identity and the cognate notion of identification.
The students at Henderson Creek thus accomplished two things: producing themselves as active participants and learners within the environmental movement while realizing greater collective agency or competency than they could have achieved as individuals. Similarly, the professor who participates in teaching the unit also reproduces himself or herself as an individual who "does community service," and a mother who contributes to driving the children or teaching a group not only contributes to making the environmental unit possible but also reproduces herself and is acknowledged as an "involved parent." Parents' involvement in their children's schooling, in this light, should now be reconceptualized not just as a laundry list of things to do but rather an essential ingredient of the complex ecological process that leads to children's identity formation in and out of school (Barton, Drake, Perez, St. Louis, & George, 2004) .
In the context of the environmental unit focusing at Henderson Creek, one might ponder, "How does participating in environmentalism mediate the formation of identity?" "Are particular types of identity developed in preference over other?" Because students move between overlapping activity systems, we may ask, "How do students tie these different identities-perhaps in a new activity system where the 'knotworking' connecting the two preceding activity systems is done?" Seventh grade students already have an experiential history and an identity stabilized in their early forms of autobiography. We might contemplate, "How do existing identities mediate the participation in activity and, therefore, the production and reproduction of identity in ongoing activity?"
Educational Praxis
Adopting CHAT as a guiding framework allows for a questioning of the structural determinations of current educational practices. As argued in "Theory for Praxis, Praxis of Theory" above, when stakeholders themselves have opportunities to participate in determining their teaching and learning settings, it permits greater control over aspects of their life conditions and the expansion of action possibilities in personally relevant ways. In a nutshell, it would stimulate a greater congruence between individual and collective motives, resulting more often than not in win-win situations. At the same time, we expect significant resistance to this suggestion as normally localized decision-making powers diffuse downward to collectives. Where these educational experiments have occurred, as in some French secondary schools (e.g., Lycée autogérée de Paris, http://www.l-a-p.org/), higher rates of success were experienced, especially among those deemed failures in the regular school system.
It is also common knowledge that out-of-school activity systems are relatively stable, changing slowly across historical time. Newcomers to such systems find themselves in meaningful wholes, with established relations, practices, tools, division of labor, and rules (Roth & Y.-J. Lee, 2006) . This stability might lead educators, in some circumstances, to reexamine the practice of streaming students by age and instead adopt multiage groupings typical, for example, of one-room schools. Again, the French experience is illustrative, for it was found there that there was an organizational memory, preserved in the activity structure with characteristic artifacts and practices. Because each new school year began with only a few students graduating, newcomers settled in and learned more quickly by becoming members of preexisting activity structures, which constitute a social world that outlasted any one individual (Roth, 2002) . As in plucking a few fibers from a thread and replacing them with a few new ones, the changes in the overall structure through the contribution an individual makes are small and accumulate over longer periods of time; at the same time, the individual threads find a structure in place that constitutes a constraint on their place in the collective.
Consistent with the aforementioned control principles, students in these innovative institutions choose what they do, when they do it, whom they do it with, and so forth; at least at one elementary school, they even choose when to come to school (Collot, 2002) , and in the high schools, they decide whether to come to the school at all on any one day. This arrangement eliminates the frequent complaint by teachers that they have to spend much time implementing the kinds of rules and behaviors that they deem optimal for learning. The outcomes on French national exams in fact show that elementary students from such schools, though never subjected to direct instruction, perform slightly above the national average.
To briefly summarize why activity theory is highly suitable for and in praxis, we revisit Katherine, the fifth grade teacher, who has now enrolled in graduate courses in education. Exposed to CHAT as part of her course work, she discusses that very teaching episode involving the electrical circuits with her instructor, Ben:
Katherine: Well, thinking about that, it now feels like one of those theorypraxis gaps that you were sharing with us yesterday, you know?
Ben: It could be, but why do you think it was so? Katherine: I think I now have a framework for understanding the contradictions that have arisen between my professional instincts, including those about theorythat model lesson plan-and my praxis (hands-on lessons), human development (the needs of these children at this time), and the difference between decontextualized knowledge (of words) versus the embodied and situated knowledge (direct teaching versus exploration). It also allows me to understand the difference between teaching (praxis), when I am oriented to the children subject to the constraints of the unfolding lesson versus my own descriptions of how I act in this or that real or hypothetical situation.
Ben: So how do you think this might this change what you are doing as a teacher? Katherine: I really learned a lot from the environmental lesson exemplar and the way it is theorized that to learn, children have to be part of a larger context, being part of real activities that exist beyond the school rather than simply doing tasks, even the hands-on I used to employ. I think this orientation to real activity comes with an overall motive that students can realize in different ways and, in so doing, expand their own possibilities for living in an inherently complex world.
Coda
In this review, we showcase what has been called one of the best kept secrets of academia: CHAT. Thoroughly immersed in dialectics, this framework can potentially overcome a range of troublesome dualisms in education: individual versus collective, body versus mind, subject versus object, and theory versus praxis. By making activity the minimal unit of analysis, activity theorists take a holistic approach without reducing any pole of a dualism to its corresponding opposite. If in fact the polar categories are adopted into a new framing of problematic issues, then they are viewed as expressions of the same unit, neither one of which can be reduced to the other. This integration occurs at a higher level: the activity as a whole. This avenue therefore promises to lead to an integration of research that heretofore has often been kept separate, such as the sociological and psychological prerequisites of educational achievement. A researcher using CHAT therefore does not separate the poverty or culture of urban students' home lives from conditions of schooling, consideration of the curriculum, problems of learning, or learning to teach under difficult settings. Most important, CHAT cannot be viewed as a master theory or quick fix, for true to its origins, it is subject to inner contradictions, which compel researchers to update, transform, and renew constantly it so that it becomes a reflection of its object.
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